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Abstract
Understanding the key elements of successful business partnerships has signi�cant economic value. In
this paper we analyze, for the �rst time, real world trade license data as a social network. The data we
analyze cover the license registrations from 2015 to 2017 in a major cosmopolitan city in the middle east.
The dataset consists of more than twenty thousand trade licenses and thirty-nine thousand individuals
(business partners). We view the data as two complementary networks that evolve over time: one network
where a node represents a partner and an edge represents the existence of partnership (common trade
licenses), and another network where a node represents a license and an edge connects two licenses that
have common partners. We apply community detection algorithms to both networks and carefully
investigate how the top clusters evolve over time. Our analysis shows that business partnerships exhibit
diversity with respect to age and nationality, but not when it comes to gender. We also identify common
motifs that repeat in these networks and remain consistent over time.

I. Introduction
Understanding the key elements of successful business partnerships is of interest to both government
issuing licenses and investors who form such partnerships. Between 70% and 80% of business
partnerships eventually fail  [1,2]. Surprisingly, very little research was done on analyzing real-world
business partnership data, particularly as a social network. This in part due to the lack of publicly
available data. In this paper we take advantage of having access to data set of trade licenses in a
cosmopolitan city. To our knowledge, we provide the �rst analysis of such data as a social network of
partners and licenses.

The business partners dataset was obtained from the Department of Economy and Tourism in Dubai city.
Having been recognized as the most cosmopolitan city in the world in 2015 with 83% foreign residents  [3]
and hosting residents from more than 200 nationalities  [4], Dubai city provides a fertile ground for
studying how partnerships form and evolve in a diverse society.

We propose and analyze two complementary encodings of the data as a network: in one encoding nodes
represent licenses and an edge connects nodes that share at least one partner, while the other encoding
represents each partner as a node and an edge connects two partners if they share at least one license.

In our analysis, we aim to answer the following research questions:

1) If we apply community detection algorithms to networks representing business partnerships and
licenses, can we identify common motifs?

2) How diverse are the identi�ed communities/clusters with respect to partners demographics (age,
nationality, and gender) and business activities (tourism, real estate, etc.)?

3) Do the networks follow the well-known power-law distribution?
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4) Do the answers to the above questions remain consistent over the studied three years?

To our knowledge, we provide the �rst analysis of trade licenses data using social network analysis
methodology. We identify interesting patterns both in terms of common motifs and the edge weight
distribution. Our research lays the foundation for studying the effect of the diversity on success of
partnerships.

Ii. Literature Review
Aiming to examine the spatial network structure of the tourism economy within urban agglomeration in
the middle reaches of the Yangtze River (UAMRYR), researchers have applied social network
analysis(SNA). The tourism economic gravity model have been also applied to evaluate the tourism
economic quality of each city of the 28 cities in UAMRYR. SNA was applied using ArcGIS10.2 software to
gain more insight into the social characteristics using multiple network metrics and measures. For
instant, network density gave an indication of the closeness between different cities within the network.
Also, betweenness centrality used to identify cities of signi�cant role in controlling the tourism economic
connection [17]. The researchers focused also on the out-degree and in-degree network metrics to
measure the level of tourism economic development of each city within the constructed network.
Moreover, the researchers split the cities into four plates based on the convergent correlation for further
analysis. The utilization of SNA assisted in identifying the cities of higher tourism economic quality and
better transportation accessibility, and that the spatial network structure of the tourism economy within
UAMRYR is loose and unstable [17]. In another research, SNA have been exploited to understand the
Italian tourism system. The unite of analysis was the Italian travel agencies, in which these agencies
represented the nodes, and the links are the connections established between these agencies. Using
modularity, seven communities were discovered, two of them are larger than others. Modularity measure
was around 0.6 and the network was relatively sparse. The researchers claimed the low network
connectivity is relative to the general e�ciency of the system. Whereas low level of collaboration and
cooperation between actors was observed in terms of hospitality. Using SNA It have been concluded that
the collaboration between travel agencies was of poor e�ciency and highlighted the importance of
considering the qualitative analyses of the network’s parameters for enhanced recommendations [18]. We
see that applying SNA in the tourism sector extend our perception on the effectiveness of SNA in the
business domain. On the other hand, considering the role of entrepreneurship in economic growth and
development has gained increasing interest in recent research as economists and policymakers argue
that the level of entrepreneurship contributes to public success  [6]. Similarly, in consideration to a
signi�cant impact of entrepreneurship, two entrepreneurship analysis studies have been conducted
aiming to support decision making for successful start-ups  [7] [8]. The focus of the �rst research is the
analysis of the business models of data-driven start-up �rms to identify commonalities between the
models pursued by the �rms. The second research on the other hand, focused on applying data mining
classi�cation techniques to anticipate a successful business project and discover key factors to
entrepreneurship success or failure  [8]. Distinct methodologies were applied by each study where one
exploited unsupervised data mining techniques  [7]. And the other implemented a supervised technique  [8].
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The unsupervised data mining application involved the utilization of the k-medoids algorithm in
implementing the data mining technique of clustering. Two steps were applied to identify attributes of
interest. First, they identi�ed six dimensions common among business models, including key resources
possessed by the �rm, data-related main activities, such as data preprocessing and transformation, value
proposition, de�ned as the product or service the customer's value, targeted customers, revenue model,
and cost structure. The second step was to identify the features related to each dimension. For example,
the main features related to a data-driven �rm’s resources were the data and data sources, and the main
activities dimension’s features included data generation, acquisition, processing, aggregation, analytics,
visualisation, and dissemination. The second step resulted in 35 features covering the six business model
dimensions. The output of these two process steps is a data-driven business model (DDBM) framework
 [7]. The researchers prepared a sample of 100 randomly selected data-driven �rms for the analysis where
data on these �rms' business models were collected from different resources, which were then coded
against the developed DDBM framework resulting in binary feature vectors  [7]. With the prepared dataset,
the analysis was applied through four stages of selection of clustering variables, selection of a clustering
algorithm and similarity metrics, specifying the number of clusters, and results in validation and analysis.
The authors selected nine related variables out of the 35 features captured by the DDBM framework for
the clustering task. Seven clusters were next speci�ed, and the k-medoids and the Euclidean distance
measure algorithms were used to execute the clustering task. For veri�cation, the clustering analysis was
repeated using a different algorithm, the silhouette coe�cient  [9], to verify the quality of the cluster, and
case studies were applied by the researchers to review clusters signi�cance. The result of the clustering
task was seven clusters of data-driven start-up �rms, where one of these clusters has been neglected due
to insu�cient similarity among its �rms. Each of the six clusters was analysed in terms of the seven
cluster variables where four distinct business models were discovered for the data source variable and
three patterns were identi�ed in term of key activities. As described, the study was centred around a
business domain of data-driven companies, and did not consider aspects related to business owners  [7].
For the approach adopted by the second research, classi�cation was the data mining technique chosen
for analysing business start-ups data. The three classi�cation algorithms were applied are decision tree
algorithm, Apriori algorithm, and Logistic regression algorithm  [8]. The analysis process began with the
acquisition of entrepreneurship datasets where records of 63 entrepreneurs who participated in the
CCEEmprende program for entrepreneurial development support between 2007 and 2010 were collected
 [8]. The dataset includes a set of features related to the entrepreneurs including age, gender, education
level, employment status, reasons for establishing entrepreneurships, type of support (family, economic,
moral), reason for participating in the CCEEmprende program, project funding, and success indicators
speci�ed as the creation of the enterprise and generated income  [8]. For the implementation of the
classi�cation task, researchers �rst applied the decision tree algorithm using SPSS to identify the path
associated with enterprise success or failure. Next, Tanagra data mining software was used to generate
the association rules. Two rules were related to enterprise success, called ‘having funds’ and ‘independent
labour situation,’ and two for enterprise failure, called ‘having no fund’ and ‘dependent labour situation’
 [8]. The authors used support and con�dence measures to observe association rules quality veri�cations.
Finally, logistic regression including the Wald test was performed highlighting the two signi�cant
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variables of ‘having fund’ and ‘entrepreneur pre-existing employment situation’  [8]. The researchers
concluded the two key factors related to entrepreneurship success are the entrepreneur’s �nancing and
previous employment status. In summary, both reviewed studies analysed entrepreneurship from
different perspectives using alternate tools and methodologies. One focused on clustering data-driven
start-ups relying on �rms' attributes  [7]. While clustering is also the approach in this paper, we utilise the
data related to entrepreneurs and the partnerships regardless of the �rms' economic activities. On the
other hand, the second study focused on entrepreneurs' attributes with an objective to predict
entrepreneurship success or failure  [8]. Due to present limitations and unavailability of related variables, a
prediction of enterprise status is out of scope for this research.

Iii. Dataset
The dataset was provided by the Department of Economy and Tourism in Dubai. The data covered active
trade licenses that were established over three years period: 2015 to 2017.  TABLE I presents main dataset
attributes and the details of each. The dataset includes 89,547 records for 2015, 89,260 for 2016, and
82,710 for 2017. Each record represents an economic activity for each license where one trade license
can be attached to multiple economic activities.

Iv. Business Licenses Network Analysis
The aim of this section is to understand the diversity in terms of business activities over the years of
analysis and whether there are common motifs in the networks. We focus on two attributes: Activity
master group and Activity category ( TABLE I).  Figure 1,  Figure 2, and  Figure 3 show the distribution of the
four main business activities (outer donut chart) as well as the sub-activities (inner donut chart) for each
of the 3 years. We can observe the consistence of the activity and sub-activity distributions over the three
years.

A. Data preprocessing

We applied the following preprocessing tasks in order to make the dataset ready for network visualization
and analysis:

Filtration: we selected licenses with at least one shared business partner exists with another license.
Remaining licenses have been excluded.

TABLE I. The MAIN attributes of the business licneses dataset analyzed in this study. 
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Attribute
Name

Data
Type

Description

Issue Year numeric The year in which the license was issued.

License
Category

text The name of the authority that issued the license.

License No numeric A unique number for each license.

Legal Type text The legal type of the license (e.g., Limited Liability Company).

Actv Master
Grp

text The primary economic activity attached to each license (e.g., Commercial/
Professional).

Activity
Category

text A detailed description of the economic activity attached to the license.

Person
Serial No

numeric A unique identi�er for each business partner

Partner Birth
Date

date The date of birth for each business partner.

Gender text The business partners gender (Female/Male).

Partner
Nationality

text The name of the country.

Person
Category

text The category of the business partner (Person/Body Corporate).

Partner
Share

numeric The ownership percentage as a decimal for the amount each partner has
in the corresponding business.

Generating new feature: for each license we computed “Number of partners” which speci�ed the total
number of business partners registered for the corresponding license (note that each record in the
original data set connects a license to single partner).

Encoding data as a network: A node represent a license and an edge connects two licenses if they
share at least one partner. The weight of an edge corresponds to the number of shared partners
between connected two licenses.  TABLE V shows some summary statistics of the resulting network
over the years. We can observe that most of the statistics are stable over the 3-year period, including
the average degree, number of nodes, and number of edges.

 Figure 4 shows the edge weight distribution for the licenses network over the different years. The lines in
the chart are the corresponding LOESS regression. Interestingly, we can observe a pattern that is
consistent over the 3-year period: a power-law distribution with a hump toward the distribution tail. While
such pattern was reported in real world biological networks  [20] we are not aware of any previous work
that highlights similar distribution in social networks. The pattern highlights the nonzero probability of
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new edge being created within the existing nodes using preferential attachment (traditional power-law
distribution assumed edges are created only when a new node is created).

B. Visual Encoding

 Figure 5. illustrates the suggested network visual encoding. The network is undirected. The edge
thickness encodes the weight (which is the number of business partners shared between the two
connected licenses). The shape of a node encodes the master business activity color encodes the
(sub)activity category(   TABLE III). There are 16 different (sub)activity categories de�ned in the dataset.
Each business license may attach with more than one. Using RGB color encoding, top three activity
categories have been selected and mapped to one of the three colors: red, green, and blue. Black color
indicates that the business license’s activity category falls under categories other than the top three. The
node size encodes to the number of business partner each license has. Finally, an edge color is a mix of
the colors of the two connected nodes.

C. Analysis

ForceAtlas 2 layout have been used to explore the network visually.[1]

TABLE II. Node Shape encoding 

Shape Master Business Activity

Circle Commercial

Triangle Professional

Square Industrial

Pentagon Tourism

TABLE III. DATA VALUES AND INTIUITION OF COLOR COLUMN used to color the nodes of THE BUISNESS
LICENSES network 
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Value (color hexadecimal code) Color name Activity category

#FF0000 Red Trading & Services

#00FF00 Green Real Estate,Renting,Bus Servic

#0000FF Blue Construction

#FFFF00 Yellow Trading & Services + Real Estate

#FF00FF Purple Trading & Services + Construction

#00FFFF Cyan Real Estate + Construction

#000000 Black Others

#FFFFFF White Trading & Services + Real Estate + Construction

After building the network using the transformed and preprocessed dataset in Gephi, we applied
communities’ detection algorithm to identify the patterns of discovered clusters.

a) Graph exploration After importing the edges and nodes lists, ForceAtlas 2 layout have been used to
explore the initial state of the graph. The graph is consisting of multiple unconnected undirected sub
graphs of different sizes. Since no �ltration is needed, number of graph metrics have been calculated for
each year dataset for better understanding as per shown in  TABLE V.

TABLE IV. Summary statistics of the graphed datasets prepared for 2015, 2016, and 2017. The nodes
represent business partners, and edges represent a connection of at least one trade license shared
between two business partners. 

Graph Statistics Year

2015 2016 2017

Number of Nodes 20,237 20,178 20,212

Number of Edges 98,766 103,850 102,280

Network Diameter 14 11 11.46

Average Path length 1.87 1.65 1.97

Avg. Degree 9.76 10.29 10.12

Avg. Weighted Degree 12.097 15.8 11.46

Avg. Edge Weight 1.24 1.54 1.13

Avg. Clustering Coe�cient 0.968 0.969 0.968
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b) Community detection is the process of discovering the cohesive groups or clusters in the network  [12].
The method we utilized to discover the hidden clusters is based on the modularity. Modurality involves
maximizing the number of edges within a community while minimizing the number of edges across
communities  [19].

The community detection algorithm has been executed for each year separately. Leiden algorithm
detected 10,486 clusters for the year 2015 (with quality measure of 0.994), 10,504 clusters for the year
2016 (quality measure of 0.995), and 10,983 clusters for the year 2017 (quality measure of 0.993). For
meaningful visualization and further analysis, we focus on relatively big clusters with 0.20% or more of
network’s nodes.

For the discovered communities to properly stand out, Force Atlas 2 layout2 have been applied �rst
followed by Fruchterman Reingold3 layout.  TABLE VI. provides details on the communities detected
within the business partnerships network for 2015.

TABLE V. The top seven largest communities detected within the business licenses network for year 2015.
The percentage of the number of nodes that form each discovered community is listed in descending
order such that cluster #1 is the largest in terms of the number of nodes forming it. 

Cluster # Number of Nodes Avg. Betweenness Centrality Avg. Clustering Coe�cient

Percentage Count

1 0.62% 126 28.71 0.99

2 0.45% 91 63.16 0.88

3 0.33% 67 46 0.97

4 0.33% 67 21.73 0.94

5 0.29% 58 0 1

6 0.27% 55 31.54 0.88

7 0.25% 50 191.16 0.92

Figure 6. The largest seven communities detected in year 2015. Nodes represent the business licenses
and edges re�ect shared business parter(s) between the connected nodes/licenses. Node shape encodes
master business activity type while the node color encodes the sub activity. Node size re�ects the number
of business partners associated with the corresponding license. Edge thickness encodes the number of
shared business partner(s) betweentwo nodes. The clusters take one of three motifs, a clique (such as
Cluster # 3 and Cluster # 5),, a clique connected with sub-graph (such as Cluster # 1, Cluster # 4, Cluster #
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6, and Cluster # 7), and multiple less dense subgraphs linked together through one or more nodes (such
as Cluster # 2).

 Figure 6. Shows the top seven clusters, with each cluster containing at least 0.2% of the total number of
nodes. We identi�ed three motifs in the licenses network: 1) a clique (Cluster 3 and Cluster 5), 2) a clique
connected with subgraph(s) (Clusters 1,4,6, and 7), and 3) a core-periphery structure in which multiple
less dense graphs are connected together through one or more nodes (Cluster 2). Of the 3 motifs, we
observed that the clique was the most common over the study period (2015–2017). The diversity of the
clusters in terms of both master activities and (sub)activities is worth noting (as highlighted by the
different node colors and shapes in Clusters 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). In fact, only Cluster 2 was mostly
homogeneous in terms of commercial activities. This means that many investors prefer to diversify their
businesses instead of focusing on one type of commercial activity.  TABLE VII further quanti�es the
commercial activity diversity of the top clusters for the year of 2015.

TABLE VI. The main characteristics of the top seven clusters identi�ed within the business licenses
network data of year 2015 

Cluster # Activity Master Category Avg # of Partners

Commercial Professional Industrial Tourism

1 65.87% 33.33% 0.79% 0 3.65

2 97.8% 2.2% 0 0 7.82

3 55.22% 44.78% 0 0 3.64

4 94.03% 2.99% 0 2.99 3.72

5 72.41% 25.86% 1.72% 0 3.78

6 54.55% 40% 1.82% 3.64% 3.87

7 86% 14% 0 0 4.16

In same manner, business licenses network of years 2016 and 2017 have been analyzed. For the year
2016, 8 clusters had more than 0.20% of the nodes (licenses). The three motifs we identi�ed in 2015 can
also be observed in the clusters of the year 2016 ( Figure 7. ) and the year 2017 ( Figure 8. ). Also the
diversity we observed in 2015, remain consistent in 2016 ( TABLE VIII and  TABLE IX. ) and 2017 ( TABLE X.
and  TABLE XI. )

TABLE VII. The top eight largest communities detected within the business licenses network for year
2016. The percentage of the number of nodes that form each discovered community is listed in
descending order such that cluster #1 is the largest in terms of the number of nodes forming it. 
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Cluster # Number of Nodes Avg. Betweenness Centrality Avg. Clustering Coe�cient

Percentage Count

1 0.53% 106 0 1

2 0.34% 69 0 1

3 0.31% 63 78.07 0.82

4 0.28% 57 8.39 0.93

5 0.28% 56 35.69 0.89

6 0.24% 48 0 1

7 0.23% 47 0 1

8 0.23% 46 23.11 0.97

TABLE VIII. The main characteristics of the top eight clusters identi�ed within the business licenses
network data of year 2016 

Cluster # Activity Master Category Avg # of Partners

Commercial Professional Industrial Tourism

1 74.53% 23.58% 1.89% 0 3.92

2 100% 0 0 0 6.29

3 49.21% 50.79% 0 0 3.1

4 94.74% 3.51% 0 1.75% 3.56

5 98.21% 1.79% 0 0 7.52

6 62.5% 37.5% 0 0 3.48

7 97.87% 2.13% 0 0 4.96

8 82.61% 13.04% 0 4.35% 3.67

TABLE IX. The top nine largest communities detected within the business licenses network for year 2017.
The percentage of the number of nodes that form each discovered community is listed in descending
order such that cluster #1 is the largest in terms of the number of nodes forming it. 
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Cluster # Number of Nodes Avg. Betweenness Centrality Avg. Clustering Coe�cient

Percentage Count

1 0.62% 125 4.96 0.99

2 0.31% 63 51.87 0.99

3 0.31% 62 3.84 0.95

4 0.27% 54 90.56 0.91

5 0.27% 54 110.52 0.81

6 0.26% 52 10.98 0.97

7 0.25% 51 8.20 0.97

8 0.24% 49 13.96 0.99

9 0.23% 46 2.83 0.96

TABLE X. The main characteristics of the top nine clusters identi�ed within the business licenses network
data of year 2017

Cluster # Activity Master Category Avg # of Partners

Commercial Professional Industrial Tourism

1 68.8% 30.4% 0.8% 0 3.81

2 68.25% 31.75% 0 0 3.65

3 56.45% 43.55% 0 0 3.55

4 70.37% 16.67% 1.85% 11.11% 3.26

5 79.63% 14.81% 5.56% 0 5

6 53.85% 46.15% 0 0 3.08

7 76.47% 21.57% 1.96% 0 3.63

8 63.27% 34.69% 0 2.04% 3.43

9 80.43% 19.57% 0 0 3.59

1  The tool used in the explanatory data analysis is Gephi  [20]
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2 https://github.com/gephi/gephi/wiki/Force-Atlas-2.

3 https://github.com/gephi/gephi/wiki/Fruchterman-Reingold

V. Business Partners Network Analysis
The data preprocessing under this part included the following tasks:

Filtration: only individual partners were considered (to allow us to study demographic diversity),
while partners who are corporations were excluded. Also, licenses with single business owners were
excluded (since they will represent single disconnected nodes). Furthermore, only well
connected nodes (have more than the overall average degree), and heavy-weight edges (have weight
more than the overall average edge weight) were retained and analyzed further.

Missing Values: Missing values were identi�ed in the business partner date of birth and gender
�elds. Since the count of records with missing values was small, these records were simply
eliminated.

Feature Extraction: Additional �elds were added to the dataset to enhance the analysis results,
including age of the business partner in relation to the license year of issuance.

Adding new features: two new features were added to the dataset describing the longitude and
latitude of each country corresponding to the business partners’ nationalities. The data for longitude
and latitude �elds were obtained from the Harvard WorldMap dataset[4]. A mapping between the
partner’s nationality �eld and corresponding country name from the Harvard WorldMap dataset
provided accurate longitude and latitude values for each country listed in the business licenses
datasets. The longitude and latitude �elds have been used to visualize diversity of business partners’
nationalities on a world map, as shown in  Figure 14.

Encoding data as a network: In this part of our analysis we encode every partner as a node, and an
edge exists between two partners if they are partners in at least one license. The weight of each edge
corresponds to the number of licenses that the connected partners/nodes share as per  Figure 12.
  TABLE XII. shows some summary statistics of the network over the years.  Figure 11. shows the edge
weight distribution for the partners’ network for the different years. The lines in the chart are the
corresponding LOESS regression. Similar to  Figure 4. , we also observe a pattern that is consistent
over the 3-year period: a power-law distribution with a hump toward the distribution tail.

TABLE XI. Summary statistics of the graphed datasets prepared for 2015, 2016, and 2017. the nodes
represent business partners, and edges represent a connection of at least one trade license shared
between two business partners
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Year Count Average

Nodes Edges Degree
(AD)

Weighted Degree
(AWD)

Edge Weight
(AEW)

Clustering
Coe�cient

2015 33,650 43,333 2.576 2.921 1.134 0.905

2016 31,434 37,988 2.417 2.988 1.236 0.899

2017 28,886 33,937 2.35 2.681 1.141 0.894

 

As discussed earlier, nodes represent partners and edges encode sharing one or more licenses among
partners. Edge thickness re�ects the edge weight, which is the number of licenses shared between the two
linked partners The node size is proportion to the betweenness centrality value of each node, which
highlights the key partners within each cluster.

c. Analysis
We applied the community detection algorithm and focused on clusters that contained 0.12% or more of
the nodes/partners. Nodes with highest betweenness centrality are assumed to be the ones that
contribute most to the connectivity between the other nodes within the network.  Figure 13. Shows the top
clusters discovered in for the year of 2015. We observe here two of the 3 motifs we identi�ed in the �rst
part of our analysis: a clique (which represents a close-knit of business partners), and core-periphery
structure in which multiple sub-graphs connected together through a dominant node (which highlights the
existence of critical partners who link multiple groups of business that would be otherwise disconnected).

We then analyzed the diversity of the different clusters with respect to gender, age, and nationality.  TABLE
XIII. shows the main statistics of the three demographics for the year of 2015. There is diversity with
respect to age and nationality, and not as much diversity when it comes to gender. Four out of the seven
biggest clusters have no female members. Even for the clusters that do have female members, the
percentage is no more than 12%.  Figure 14. projects business partnerships on a world map based on
nationality for enhanced visual perception. The �gure reveals the diversity of business partners
nationality especially for cluster 1 and cluster 3. Also, in the prominent-member type of clusters, the
nationality of the prominent member is different from most common nationality of the cluster except for
cluster number 7. 

To investigate the evolution of partnerships over the years, we traced the same nodes(partners) that
formed the top seven clusters of the year 2015, across the following two years 

TABLE XII. The main characteristics of the top seven clusters identi�ed within the business partnerships
network data of year 2015
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Cluster # Count Age Nationality characteristic

Female Male Avg STDev

1 3 26 43.2 7.1 Multinational

2 0 20 43.7 8.9 India/Oman/UK

3 0 17 42.6 6.7 Multinational

4 1 15 52.6 10.7 India/UAE/UK

5 0 15 50.5 9.2 India

6 1 14 62 14.7 UAE/UK/Turkey

7 0 14 53.2 11.1 Multinational

 Figure 15. displays the seven clusters detected across the three years. The cluster structures are similar
over the three years. However, some clusters show increased or decreased business activities. For
example, the business partners of cluster 6 participated in an increased number of new business licenses
in 2016 compared to 2015 and 2017. The partners of cluster 5 experiences fewer business activities in
2017 compared to 2015 and 2016, and such behavior is observed through the changing in edge thickness
connecting these partners within the cluster. Finally, a world map is utilized again to visualize the
nationalities of business partners linked together within each cluster between 2016 and 2017 as per in
 Figure 16. and  Figure 17.

 

[4] https://worldmap.harvard.edu/data/geonode:country_centroids_az8.

Vi. Conclusion
This study proposed a novel approach in analyzing business relationships. The application of social
network analysis techniques to the business licenses and partners dataset, showcases a successful
utilization of SNA in the economic domain. The work has been divided into two main parts. The �rst part
analyzed the licenses network, where nodes represent business licenses and edges connect licenses that
share partners. The analysis identi�ed 3 motifs that are common in the detected clusters of licenses: 1)
clique, 2) core-periphery, and 3) clique-subgraph. The majority of the clusters showed signi�cant diversity
in terms of business activities.

Such information can help subject matter experts and decision makers in setting the policies and
regulations concerned with issuing business licenses and managing the economic business types. It’s
worth mentioning that our dataset includes limited attributes which in turn limits our �ndings and
recommendations.
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The second part of the paper analyzed the partners network, where nodes represent partners and edges
connect partners that share one or more licenses.

The top seven largest clusters in 2015 were identi�ed and traced over 2016 and 2017. Two distinct motifs
were identi�ed within the discovered clusters: a clique and a core-periphery structure. The clustering
coe�cient was relatively high over the three years, and the network diameter was small, which are
common measures for naturally occurring graphs  [5]. Also, high modularity and clustering coe�cient
values determined over the three years indicated and veri�ed the presence of community structures within
the business partnerships network  [11]. In general, the seven clusters identi�ed in 2015 maintained the
same structure into 2016 and 2017. It worth mentioning that clique and core-periphery motifs are claimed
to be the most common network structures discriminating social networks which is another interesting
�nding of this work  [5]. We also observed partners diversity when it comes to age and nationality but not
when it comes to age. This speci�c observation highlights the need for policies that address this lack of
gender diversity.
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Figure 1

Distribution of master business activities and activity category within business licenses dataset of year
2015

Figure 2

Distribution of master business activities and activity category within business licenses dataset of year
2016
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Figure 3

Distribution of master business activities and activity category within business licenses dataset of year
2017
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Figure 4

Edges Weight distribution within licenses networks over the years 2015, 2016, and 2017.

Figure 5

License-License network structure proposed for constructing business partnerships as a graph

Figure 6

The largest seven communities detected in year 2015. Nodes represent the business licenses and edges
re�ect shared business parter(s) between the connected nodes/licenses. Node shape encodes master
business activity type while the node color encodes the sub activity. Node size re�ects the number of
business partners associated with the corresponding license. Edge thickness encodes the number of
shared business partner(s) betweentwo nodes. The clusters take one of three motifs, a clique (such as
Cluster # 3 and Cluster # 5), , a clique connected with sub-graph (such as Cluster # 1, Cluster # 4, Cluster
# 6, and Cluster # 7), and multiple less dense subgraphs linked together through one or more nodes (such
as Cluster # 2).
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Figure 7

The largest communities detected in year 2016. Similar to the clusters identi�ed in year 2015, the clusters
take one of three motifs, a clique like (Clusters 1,2,4,6, and 7), a clique connected with sub-graph (Cluster
8), and multiple less dense subgraphs linked together through one or more nodes(Clusters 3 and 5)

Figure 8

Top clusters detected in year 2017. Similar to the clusters identi�ed in years 2015 and 2016, the clusters
take one of three three motifs, a clique (Clusters 1,2,3, and 9), a clique connected with sub-graph (Clusters
6,7, and 8), and multiple less dense subgraphs linked together through one or more nodes (Clusters 4 and
5).

Figure 9
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Distribution of business parnters in terms of age and gender over the three years of anaylsis 2015,2016,
and 2017. Young business partners denotes the effect of inheritance and/or family businesses.

Figure 10

Distribution of business partners in terms of top 30 nationalities over the three years of analysis
2015,2016, and 2017.

Figure 11

Edges Weight distribution within partners networks over the years 2015, 2016, and 2017.

Figure 12

Parnter-Partner network structure proposed for constructing business partnerships as a graph
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Figure 14

A world map showing the top seven largest business partner clusters discovered within the business
partnership dataset for 2015. Each is labelled with a unique colour where the business partner’s
nationality is projected to the corresponding country.

Figure 15

The top seven communities detected in the business partnerships network over (a) 2015, (b) 2016, and
(c) 2017. The clusters maintained their structure over the three years. However, a variation of the node
sizes and edge thickness identify change affecting each cluster during the three years of analysis. Cluster
3, for example, shows increased partnerships among its members in 2017 comparing to 2015 and 2016

Figure 16
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A world map showing the business partnerships network for each cluster discovered in 2016. The node
size is proportional to the betweenness centrality, and edge thickness is proportional to the number of
business partnerships established between two partners

Figure 17

A world map showing the business partnerships network for each cluster discovered in 2017. The node
size is proportional to the betweenness centrality, and edge thickness is proportional to the number of
business partnerships established between two partners.


